cBOTs – BOTs Enablement
Enable Voice Activated Material Picking Powered by Crave AI

Situation
• Current picking operations in warehouses are usually manual and time consuming. Employees issuing transfer orders need to print them, wait for confirmation and approvals before the process begins.

Challenges
• Slow moving process with multiple steps
• Forklift operator needs to constantly start and stop operation when issuing picking commands
• Difficulty in updating records accurately and timely

Solution Innovation
• A Virtual Assistant, powered by AI and NLP, to assist and guide you via vocal commands in the picking of batches
• Pick more batches and complete faster by keeping the speed of workflow consistent
• The process is sped up by eliminating paperwork, streamlining communication between team members, and eliminating lengthy approval waiting periods

Value Drivers
• 30% improvement in workers productivity
• 80% reduction in paperwork during the picking process
• A disruptive app, pre-packaged to expedite the implementation time, ROI realization, and reduction in TCO up to 80%
• Completely scalable technology that grows with the business
• Real-time reporting
• Fully configurable UI from the back-end
• Multi-lingual capabilities
• Fully responsive with iOS, Android, Tablet, etc. out of the box

Industry
• Any business with Warehouse

CTM Focus
• Africa
• APJ
• Middle East
• Americas
• EMEA

Solution Environment
• SAP Cloud Platform (SAP CP)
• SAP ECC 6.0 and above
• SAP S/4HANA

References
• Success Story
• App Walkthrough Video
• Brochure
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Check local availability and get app via SAP App Center